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We have identified and characterized two Imitation Switch genes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, ISW1 and
ISW2, which are highly related to Drosophila ISWI, encoding the putative ATPase subunit of three
ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors. Purification of ISW1p reveals a four-subunit complex with
nucleosome-stimulated ATPase activity, as well as ATP-dependent nucleosome disruption and spacing
activities. Purification of ISW2p reveals a two-subunit complex also with nucleosome-stimulated ATPase and
ATP-dependent nucleosome spacing activities but no detectable nucleosome disruption activity. Null
mutations of ISW1, ISW2, and CHD1 genes cause synthetic lethality in various stress conditions in yeast
cells, revealing the first in vivo functions of the ISWI subfamily of chromatin-remodeling complexes and
demonstrating their genetic interactions. A single point mutation within the ATPase domain of both ISW1p
and ISW2p inactivated all ATP-dependent biochemical activities of the complexes, as well as the ability of the
genes to rescue the mutant phenotypes. This demonstrates that the ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling
activities are essential for the in vivo functions of both ISW1 and ISW2 complexes.
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In eukaryotic cells the genome is packaged into chromatin, a large nucleoprotein complex (van Holde 1988). The
primary unit of chromatin is the nucleosome, which has
∼146 bp of DNA wrapped around two copies each of core
histone proteins H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 (Luger et al.
1997). Arrays of nucleosomes form further higher-order
chromatin structures. Chromatin allows compact storage of DNA within the nucleus, but its highly condensed
nature inhibits the interaction of proteins with DNA.
Because protein–DNA interaction is an essential step in
a wide variety of biological processes, it has been postulated that mechanisms that facilitate specific protein–
DNA interactions occur on chromatin in vivo. This, in
turn, implies that the mechanisms that regulate chromatin structure may play critical roles in the regulation of
those processes. Recent studies have revealed that the
factors affecting assembly and remodeling of chromatin
structure also affect the regulation of transcription
(Kornberg and Lorch 1995; Felsenfeld 1996; Kingston et
al. 1996; Krude and Elgin 1996; Steger and Workman
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1996; Svaren and Horz 1996; Tsukiyama and Wu 1997;
Wolffe et al. 1997; Armstrong and Emerson 1998; Kadonaga 1998), recombination (Wu and Lichten 1994; Fan
and Petes 1996; Stanhope-Baker et al. 1996; Mizuno et al.
1997), and DNA repair (Gaillard et al. 1996; Kaufman et
al. 1997; Tsukamoto et al. 1997), all of which require
protein–DNA interactions. Elucidation of the mechanisms of assembly and remodeling of chromatin structure is therefore a necessary prerequisite in understanding how these processes are regulated.
Biochemical and genetic experiments in the past decade have identified a number of mechanisms by which
chromatin structure can be altered to allow specific protein–DNA interactions to take place. Among those, we
have been interested in ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling factors (Peterson 1996; Pazin and Kadonaga
1997; Armstrong and Emerson 1998; Cairns 1998). ATPdependent chromatin remodeling in vitro was first discovered in transcription factor-mediated disruption of
nucleosome arrays (Tsukiyama et al. 1994). Previously
identified SWI/SNF complexes were then shown to be
ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling factors (Cote et
al. 1994; Imbalzano et al. 1994; Kwon et al. 1994; Wang
et al. 1996a,b). Subsequent studies identified NURF
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(nucleosome remodeling factor) (Tsukiyama and Wu
1995), RSC (remodeling structure of chromatin) (Cairns
et al. 1996), CHRAC (chromatin accessibility complex)
(Varga-Weisz et al. 1997), ACF (ATP-utilizing chromatin
assembly and remodeling factor) (Ito et al. 1997), Mi-2
complex (Wade et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 1998), and RSF
(remodeling and spacing factor) (LeRoy et al. 1998) as
ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling complexes. Interestingly, all of the ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling factors identified thus far have the putative ATPase
subunit that belongs to the SWI2/SNF2 superfamily (Eisen et al. 1995). NURF (Tsukiyama et al. 1995), CHRAC
(Varga-Weisz et al. 1997), and ACF (Ito et al. 1997) share
Drosophila ISWI (Imitation Switch) protein (Elfring et al.
1994) as a putative ATPase subunit. The Drosophila
ISWI gene was originally cloned based on its homology
within the ATPase domain to the Brahma gene (Tamkun
et al. 1992), the SWI2/SNF2 homolog in flies. Phylogenetic studies revealed that the ISWI genes are highly
conserved during evolution and form a distinct subfamily within the SWI2/SNF2 superfamily (Eisen et al.
1995). This suggests that the ISWI genes have indispensable functions in vivo.
NURF facilitates transcription factor-mediated disruption of physiologically spaced nucleosomal arrays. This
leads to the establishment of accessible chromatin structure at the promoter regions of genes (Tsukiyama and
Wu 1995) and facilitation of transcription from chromatin templates in vitro (Mizuguchi et al. 1997). CHRAC
increases the access of restriction enzymes to chromatin
DNA and facilitates regular spacing of nucleosomes
(Varga-Weisz et al. 1997) as well as T antigen-dependent
replication of SV40 DNA in vitro (Alexiadis et al. 1998).
ACF facilitates both regular spacing of nucleosome arrays and transcription factor-mediated disruption of
nucleosome arrays in the presence of histone chaperones
(Ito et al. 1997). Taken together, currently available data
suggest that those ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling factors play critical roles in the regulation of chromatin structure. However, their in vivo functions and
the mechanisms of their actions remain largely unknown. The functional specificity of distinct ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling factors also remains as
an intriguing and important question.
To address these issues, we chose to study chromatinremodeling factors in the budding yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, because powerful genetic and biochemical
tools are available in this model system. In this report we
identified two yeast ISWI genes, ISW1 and ISW2, and
purified and characterized the complexes containing
their gene products. We found that ISW1p and ISW2p
form distinct ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling
complexes with distinct biochemical activities. We also
present the first evidence that the yeast ISWI genes are
essential for cells to resist various stresses in vivo and
that they show genetic interactions. Our biochemical
and genetic experiments using mutant yeast ISWI genes
indicate that the ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling
activities of the yeast ISWI complexes are essential for
their in vivo functions.

Results
Two ISWI genes exist in S. cerevisiae
As a first step in isolating ATP-dependent chromatinremodeling factors in yeast, we sought to identify the
yeast homolog of the Drosophila ISWI gene. A BLAST
search using the entire amino-acid sequence of Drosophila ISWI against all translated open reading frames
(ORFs) in the yeast genome identified several ORFs encoding proteins with significant homology (BLAST
P-value < 10−50) to Drosophila ISWI. This suggested that
these genes might have similar or partially redundant
functions. Among those, two uncharacterized ORFs,
YBR245C and YOR304W, encode proteins with significantly higher homologies to Drosophila ISWI than the
other genes identified (Fig. 1A). The homology is not
restricted to the highly conserved ATPase domain but
extends across the entire molecule including the SANT
(SWI3, ADA2, N-CoR, and TFIIIB B⬘⬘) domain, which is
conserved in a wide variety of regulators of chromatin
and gene expression (Aasland et al. 1996). We therefore
concluded that YBR245C and YOR304W are the structural homologs of Drosophila ISWI in S. cerevisiae
and named them ISW1 and ISW2, respectively. The
homology of ISW1p and ISW2p to Drosophila ISWI is
similar (BLAST P-value: 4 × 10−200 and 1.9 × 10−241, respectively).

Two yeast ISWI proteins form distinct complexes
in vivo
Both ISW1p and ISW2p were purified from yeast cells to
test if they form ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling
complexes. Both of the proteins were fused with the Flag
epitope tag sequence (Asp-Tyr-Lys-Asp-Asp-Asp-AspLys) and expressed in yeast cells carrying a deletion of
the corresponding ISWI gene on the chromosome, so
that all ISWI protein in the cells harbors the epitope tag.
The Flag epitope tag enabled us to purify both ISW1p and
ISW2p to near homogeneity by three chromatographic
steps (see Materials and Methods) (Fig. 1B). Purified
ISW1p fraction has three proteins in addition to ISW1p,
p110, p105, and p74. These proteins copurify with ISW1p
in several independent preparations and comigrate with
the ATP-dependent biochemical activities of the ISW1p
described below. We therefore concluded that the ISW1p
is part of a four-subunit complex. Similarly, the ISW2
protein always copurifies with another protein, p140, to
form a two-subunit complex. Thus far, no other complexes containing either ISW1p or ISW2p have been detected. We therefore believe that ISW1p and ISW2p form
distinct complexes that do not share any common subunits.

Both of the yeast ISWI complexes have
nucleosome-stimulated ATPase activities
ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling complexes possess ATPase activities that are believed to be essential
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Figure 1. Yeast has two ISWI genes. (A) Schematic representation of the yeast genes homologous to Drosophila ISWI. Drosophila ISWI is presented at top. Domains with significant homologies are indicated by boxes with the same
patterns. The ATPase domains and the carboxyterminal homologous domains of ISWI proteins
are represented by solid and checkered boxes, respectively. The numbers below these domains indicate the length of the domains and homologies
to the corresponding domain of Drosophila ISWI
protein. Location of the SANT domain in ISWI
proteins and the chromodomain and putative
DNA-binding domain in CHD1p are indicated
above the proteins. (B) ISW1 and ISW2 proteins
form distinct complexes. The ISW1 and ISW2
complexes (Mono Q fractions) were separated
through 10% SDS-PAGE and stained by silver.
(Arrows) Subunits of the complexes. (䊉) Minor
bands that are likely due to proteolytic degradation because the intensity of the bands increases
during freeze and thaw. (Asterisks) Minor contaminants, which are present in some, but not in
other, preparations (see Fig. 5A).

for their ATP-dependent actions. NURF (Tsukiyama and
Wu 1995) and CHRAC (Varga-Weisz et al. 1997), two
Drosophila ISWI-containing complexes, have ATPase activities that are specifically stimulated by nucleosomes.
On the basis of these observations, it has been proposed
that these complexes are capable of recognizing special
structural features of nucleosomes that are absent in naked DNA or in free core histones. In contrast, the
ATPase activities of SWI/SNF complexes from yeast and
humans are stimulated equally well by naked DNA and
nucleosomal DNA (Laurent et al. 1993; Cote et al. 1994).
The difference in the ATPase activities suggests that
Drosophila ISWI-containing complexes and SWI/SNF
complexes have distinct mechanisms to recognize or to
interact with chromatin. It is therefore crucial to characterize the ATPase activities of ISW1 and ISW2 complexes in yeast.
ATPase assays for purified ISW1 and ISW2 complexes
were performed in the presence of free core histones,
naked DNA, or nucleosomes reconstituted by salt dialysis. In the control reactions in buffer alone, one molecule
of ISW1 complex hydrolyzed ∼7 molecules of ATP per
minute (in this paper we define the unit of ATPase activity as hydrolysis/complex per min) (Fig. 2). The
ATPase activity of this complex was not stimulated significantly either by naked DNA or by free core histones
but was stimulated strongly by the presence of nucleosomes to ∼200 hydrolysis/complex per min. Similarly,
the ATPase activity of ISW2 complex was stimulated
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specifically from ∼9 hydrolysis/complex per min in
buffer to ∼130 hydrolysis/complex per min in the presence of nucleosomes. We therefore concluded that both
ISW1 and ISW2 complexes are able to recognize special
structural features of nucleosomes.

Figure 2. ISW1 and ISW2 complexes have nucleosome-stimulated ATPase activities. ATPase activities of ISW1 and ISW2
complexes were assayed in the presence of buffer (B), free core
histones (H), naked DNA (D), or nucleosomes (N). Hydrolysis/
complex/min denotes the molecules of ATP hydrolyzed by one
molecule of the yeast ISWI complexes/min. Bars and vertical
lines represent the average and the standard deviation, respectively, calculated from three independent experiments.

Yeast ISWI complexes

The ISW1, but not the ISW2, complex disrupts
nucleosome arrays in vitro
We next asked if these complexes are able to facilitate
disruption of regularly spaced nucleosome arrays by sequence-specific transcription factors. NURF in flies facilitates disruption of nucleosome arrays by transcription factors to generate an active chromatin structure
(Tsukiyama and Wu 1995; Mizuguchi et al. 1997). In this
paper we call this activity ‘nucleosome disruption activity’ for convenience. We employed this system to directly compare the biochemical activities of ISW1 and
ISW2 complexes with that of NURF. Regularly spaced
nucleosome arrays were assembled onto a plasmid containing the hsp70 promoter in vitro using Drosophila
embryo extract (Becker and Wu 1992; Becker et al. 1994).
Plasmid chromatin was then treated with Sarkosyl to
inactivate endogenous ATP-dependent factors and purified through a gel filtration column (Tsukiyama et al.
1994). After incubating the chromatin template with
GAGA transcription factor and ISWI-containing complexes, the structure of the nucleosome array was analyzed by digestion with micrococcal nuclease (MNase)
followed by Southern blotting as described previously
(Tsukiyama and Wu 1996). When chromatin was purified without Sarkosyl pretreatment, endogenous ATPdependent factors in the chromatin assembly extract facilitated nucleosome remodeling at the promoter region
as reported previously (Fig. 3A, top). Sarkosyl treatment
abolished ATP- and GAGA factor-dependent nucleosome remodeling, which could be rescued by the addition of purified NURF as shown previously (Tsukiyama
and Wu 1995). In this system appearance of a smear between nucleosome ladders upon partial MNase digestion
and a decrease in mononucleosome signals, as well as
appearance of subnucleosomal signals upon strong
MNase digestion of chromatin, are hallmarks of nucleosome remodeling (Tsukiyama et al. 1994). A similar
amount of ISW1 complex added to Sarkosyl-treated chromatin caused strong ATP-dependent nucleosome remodeling at the hsp70 promoter. This nucleosome remodeling took place specifically at the promoter region, as the
nucleosome ladder remained unaffected within the coding region of the hsp70 gene (Fig. 3A, bottom). Interestingly, the same amount of ISW2 complex did not cause
any detectable nucleosome remodeling. This was the
case even when a threefold excess of ISW2 complex was
used (data not shown).
We then tested if either ISW1 or ISW2 complexes have
the ability to increase the accessibility of chromatin at
the promoter region of hsp70. Chromatin prepared as
above was incubated with GAGA factor and the yeast
ISWI complexes and then with the restriction enzyme
HaeII (Fig. 3B). HaeII has recognition sites just upstream
(−41) and downstream (−22) of the TATA box. Compared
to the naked DNA control, digestion of chromatin DNA
by HaeII was strongly inhibited because of limited access
of the enzyme to chromatin DNA. HaeII gained access to
the promoter region when ATP, GAGA factor, and the
endogenous ATP-dependent factors or purified NURF

Figure 3. ISW1 complex has nucleosome disruption activity.
(A) MNase digestion pattern of chromatin assembled on the
plasmid containing the hsp70 gene. Purified NURF, ISW1, and
ISW2 complexes were added to plasmid chromatin with or without GAGA factor and ATP. Partial and extended MNase digestions were performed for each sample. Oligonucleotide probes
corresponding to the promoter and the distal regions of the
hsp70 gene are as described (Tsukiyama et al. 1994). (B) Restriction enzyme accessibility assay at the promoter region of hsp70
gene. Percentages of digested templates are indicated at bottom.
Oligonucleotide probe used for hybridization is the same as the
promoter probe in A.

were present. Similarly, the action of ISW1 complex
and GAGA factor significantly increased the accessibility of HaeII at the TATA box region in an ATP-dependent manner. The increased accessibility of the restriction enzyme by ISW1 complex was restricted to the
promoter region and was dependent on the presence of
GAGA factor (data not shown). This activity, therefore,
seems to be distinct from that of CHRAC complex
(Varga-Weisz et al. 1997), which facilitates access of
restriction enzymes on the entire plasmid chromatin,
in the absence of DNA-binding factors. Consistent
with the MNase digestion experiments above, ISW2
complex did not facilitate HaeII digestion. From these
experiments, we concluded that ISW1 complex has an
ATP-dependent nucleosome disruption activity. In contrast, ISW2 complex, despite its nucleosome-stimulated
ATPase activity, does not exhibit the same activity in
this system.
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Two yeast ISWI complexes have distinct nucleosome
spacing activities
Two facts prompted us to test whether ISW1 and ISW2
complexes have activities that affect the spacing of
nucleosomes. We frequently observed slight changes in
the spacing of nucleosomes in the presence of yeast ISWI
complexes during MNase ladder assays, as shown in Figure 3A. In addition, CHRAC (Varga-Weisz et al. 1997)
and ACF (Ito et al. 1997) complexes, two Drosophila
ISWI-containing complexes, have biochemical activities
that change the spacing of nucleosomes. To assay for
spacing activity in the yeast ISWI complexes, we employed an in vitro nucleosome assembly system using
yeast nucleosome assembly protein, NAP-1 (Fujii-Nakata et al. 1992). NAP-1 acts as a histone chaperone by
binding histones H2A and H2B and deposits core histones onto naked DNA at a physiological salt concentration in a randomly spaced fashion (Ito et al. 1996).
MNase digestion of nucleosome arrays reconstituted by
this method produced a smear over mono- and dinucleosome bands, showing that the spacing of nucleosomes is
irregular (Fig. 4A). The intensity of nucleosome bands
under this condition was somewhat variable, but the size
of dinucleosome signal was always ∼300 bp. In contrast,
MNase digestion of chromatin assembled in the presence of ISW1 complex and ATP produced discrete ladders, showing that nucleosomes are more regularly
spaced. The average spacing between nucleosomes created by ISW1 complex in this system was ∼175 bp. The
assembly of regularly spaced nucleosomes using ISW1
complex is dependent on the presence of ATP, core histones, and NAP-1. ISW2 complex also affected nucleosome spacing in an ATP-dependent manner. Interestingly, however, ISW2 and ISW1 complexes seem to have
different activities. The nucleosome ladders created by
ISW2 complex were reproducibly less discrete than those
created by ISW1 complex. In addition, the spacing of
nucleosomes created by ISW2 complex was ∼200 bp. We
changed the amount of core histones, NAP-1, and the
yeast ISWI complexes in nucleosome assembly reactions, but the spacing of nucleosomes was not affected
by these parameters (data not shown). ISW2 complex
also seems to facilitate nucleosome assembly as revealed
by more prominent mononucleosome signals after
strong MNase digestion, which was not the case in the
reactions using ISW1 complex. In contrast to nucleosome disruption activity, Drosophila NURF did not exhibit significant nucleosome spacing activity (VargaWeisz et al. 1997; T. Tsukiyama, unpubl.), suggesting
that yeast ISWI complexes may have biochemical properties distinct from that of NURF.
To determine the stoichiometry of yeast ISWI complexes to nucleosomes in nucleosome spacing reactions,
increasing amounts of the complexes were used in
nucleosome spacing assays (Fig. 4B). Although the effect
of the yeast ISWI complexes on nucleosome spacing
could be observed at lower levels, the spacing activity
was saturated at 10 and 15 fmoles of ISW1 and ISW2
complex, respectively, in the standard reaction using 250
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Figure 4. The yeast ISWI complexes have distinct nucleosome
spacing activities. (A) Components required for the assembly of
regularly spaced nucleosome arrays using the yeast ISWI complexes. Presence (+) and absence (−), respectively, of the components are indicated. Partial and extended MNase digestions
were taken for each sample. (B) Titration of the yeast ISWI complexes in nucleosome spacing assay. Threefold serial dilution of
the yeast ISWI complexes was used. All reactions contained
NAP1, core histones,  DNA, and ATP at standard concentrations. Partial and extended MNase digestions were performed
for each sample.

ng each of core histones and DNA. If we assume that the
entire DNA template is saturated by regularly spaced
nucleosomes, the ratio of the yeast ISWI complexes to
nucleosomes under these conditions is approximately 1
molecule of ISW1 and ISW2 complex to 200 and 125
nucleosomes, respectively.
Single point mutations inactivate the ATP-dependent
activities of the ISWI complexes
To create tools for studying the in vivo functions of the
yeast ISWI complexes in yeast, we introduced a single
amino acid substitution within the ATP binding site of
both ISW1p and ISW2p (K227A for the ISW1p and K214A

Yeast ISWI complexes

for the ISW2p). We chose these mutations because the
analogous mutations in yeast (Laurent et al. 1993; Cote
et al. 1994) and human (Khavari et al. 1993) SWI2/SNF2
proteins have been shown to inactivate their functions
in vivo. In this paper we refer to the complexes containing mutant ISW1p and ISW2p as ISW1–K227A and ISW2–
K214A complexes, respectively. For unknown reasons,
both ISW1–K227A and ISW2–K214A complexes were
more susceptible to protease degradation in vivo than
the wild-type complexes. Because of this, the p105 subunit in purified ISW1–K227A complex was consistently
less abundant than other subunits (Fig. 5A). In contrast,
the p110 and p74 bands were more prominent in the
ISW1–K227A complex than in the wild-type complex.
This may be due to comigration of degradation products
of higher molecular subunits with p110 and p74. The
ISW2–K214A complex has a subunit composition identical to that of the wild-type counterpart.
Biochemical activities of the ISW1–K227A and ISW2–
K214A complexes were tested to observe the effects of
the point mutations. The ATPase activities of both complexes were at background level and were not stimulated
by nucleosomes (Fig. 5B). This experiment demonstrates
that both ISW1p and ISW2p are essential for the ATPase
activities of the complexes. When these complexes were
added to regularly spaced nucleosome arrays together

with GAGA factor, they failed to demonstrate any effects on chromatin structure in either the MNase ladder
assay (Fig. 5C) or the HaeII accessibility assay (Fig. 5D).
The ISW1–K227A complex was also defective in spacing
nucleosomes regularly as revealed by lack of regular
nucleosome ladders in the nucleosome spacing assay in
the presence of this complex (Fig. 5E). The ISW2–K214A
complex was also defective in changing nucleosome
spacing and facilitating nucleosome assembly as revealed by lack of shift in dinucleosome bands and lack of
enhancement of mononucleosome signals in the presence of this complex. Importantly, the presence or absence of ATP did not affect chromatin structure in any of
assays above when mutant complexes were used. From
these data, we concluded that a single amino acid substitution introduced in either of the yeast ISWI proteins
inactivated all ATP-dependent biochemical activities of
the complexes tested. These data support our earlier conclusions that ATP is necessary for the yeast ISWI complexes to alter chromatin structure.
The loss of the ATP-dependent activities in the ISW1–
K227A complex is unlikely to be caused by a partial loss
of the p105 subunit. We have experienced a similar loss
of the p105 subunit in some preparations of the wildtype ISW1 complex. Whereas the subunit composition of
these wild-type complexes was indistinguishable from

Figure 5. A single amino acid substitution
within the ATPase domain of both yeast ISWI
proteins inactivates ATP-dependent activities
of the yeast ISWI complexes. (A) Subunit
composition of the mutant yeast ISWI complexes. Purified wild-type and mutant yeast
ISWI complexes were separated on an 8%
SDS-polyacrylamide gel and stained by silver.
(Arrows) The subunits of the complexes. (䊉)
Proteolytic products; (*) contaminants. (B)
Mutant yeast ISWI complexes are defective in
the ATPase activities. The ATPase assays
were done in buffer (B) or in the presence of
nucleosomes (N). Hydrolysis/complex per
min denotes the molecules of ATP hydrolyzed by one molecule of the ISWI complex/
min. Bars and vertical lines represent the average and the standard deviation, respectively, calculated from three independent experiments. (C–E) The mutant yeast ISWI complexes are defective in the MNase ladder assay, restriction enzyme accessibility assay, and
nucleosome spacing assay, respectively. All assays were done in the standard conditions. For C and E, partial and extended MNase
digestions were performed for each sample.
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that of the ISW1–K227A complex used here, the complex
was still active in all ATP-dependent assays tested (data
not shown). We therefore believe that the loss of the
ATP-dependent activities of the ISW1–K227A complex
was caused by a point mutation within the ATP binding
site per se rather than by a partial loss of the p105 subunit.
Yeast ISWI genes show genetic interactions
To begin to address the in vivo functions of the yeast
ISWI complexes, we created yeast mutants that carry
null alleles of the ISW1 and ISW2 genes by one-step gene
replacement (Rothstein 1991) to observe phenotypes.
Neither of the genes was essential for mitotic growth at
normal conditions. Because there are multiple genes
with significant homologies to the Drosophila ISWI gene
in S. cerevisiae (Fig. 1A), we then tested if some of those
genes show genetic interactions with either the ISW1 or
ISW2 gene. We mutated the other nonessential genes
that are homologous to the Drosophila ISWI gene, combined them with isw1 and/or isw2 mutations, and observed phenotypes. We tested mutants for sensitivities
to various environmental stresses (heat shock survival,
formamide, temperature and cold sensitivity, high salt,
and caffeine); growth on galactose, raffinose, low phosphate and inositol-deficient medium; repair (sensitivity
to UV, MMS, X-ray, and hydroxyurea); efficiency of mating and sporulation; stability of a CEN/ARS plasmid;
and telomere position effect variegation (Gottschling et
al. 1990). During a systematic survey of the phenotypes,
we found that the triple mutant, isw1 isw2 chd1, shows
a moderate growth defect at 37°C (Fig. 6A). This phenotype is synthetic, as none of the single null mutations of
these genes caused any detectable growth defect at this
temperature. This suggests that these three genes may
have partially overlapping functions in vivo. At 38.5°C,
viability of the triple mutant, isw1 isw2 chd1, is 10−4 to
10−5 compared to wild-type cells. While the isw1 mutant
grew slightly slowly, single mutants do not exhibit
strong growth defects at this temperature, showing a dramatic genetic interaction of ISW1, ISW2, and CHD1
genes. All combinations of double mutations caused significant growth defects at 38.5°C. We observed a similar
synthetic sensitivity of the isw1 isw2 chd1 mutants to
formamide. However, the formamide-sensitivity phenotypes are different in that isw2 mutation has less effect
on formamide sensitivity than on temperature sensitivity. We confirmed the 6AU-resistance phenotype of the
chd1 mutant (Woodage et al. 1997) in our strain background. However, neither ISW1 nor ISW2 genes showed
genetic interactions with the CHD1 gene regarding this
phenotype (T. Tsukiyama, unpubl.).
To confirm the genetic interactions, we tested the rescue of the synthetic temperature-sensitive phenotype by
transforming the isw1 isw2 chd1 triple mutant cells
with a low copy number (CEN/ARS) vector expressing
the ISWI and/or ISW2 genes from their own promoters.
At 30°C, cells transformed with an empty vector
(pRS416) or yeast ISWI-expression vectors grew simi-
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Figure 6. The yeast ISWI genes show genetic interactions. (A)
The synthetic stress-sensitive phenotypes of mutants. Wildtype and mutant cells were cultured to saturation, and tenfold
dilutions were made for spotting. The medium and the temperatures used are indicated. Formamide plate, containing 3%
formamide in YPD, was incubated at 30°C. Relevant genotypes
of the mutants are indicated in on left. (B) Rescue of a synthetic
temperature-sensitive phenotype of the isw1 isw2 chd1 mutant.
The triple mutant was transformed with the plasmids indicated
at left, streaked on synthetic medium lacking uracil, and incubated at the temperatures indicated.

larly. At 37°C, the control cells harboring the empty vector failed to grow, whereas the cells expressing either one
of the yeast ISWI genes grew (Fig. 6B). This result demonstrated clearly that the temperature-sensitive phenotype requires mutations in all three genes. Consistent
with the phenotypes of the null mutants described
above, the ISW1 gene rescued the phenotype more efficiently than the ISW2 gene as judged by the colony size.
The cells expressing both ISW1 and ISW2 grew slightly
better than those expressing only ISW1. In a striking contrast, the ISW1–K227A or ISW2–K214A genes were totally inactive in rescuing the synthetic temperature-sensitive phenotype of the triple mutant. Yeast cells harboring the mutant genes were indistinguishable from those
harboring an empty vector. This result indicates that the
ATP-dependent activities of the yeast ISWI complexes,
such as nucleosome disruption and/or spacing activities,
are essential for their in vivo functions. Similarly, these
mutants also failed to rescue formamide-sensitive phenotypes of the isw1 isw2 chd1 strain (data not shown).
Discussion
In this study we identified two ISWI genes, ISW1 and
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ISW2, in the yeast S. cerevisiae. ISW1p forms a foursubunit complex, which possesses nucleosome-stimulated ATPase activity, nucleosome disruption activity,
and nucleosome spacing activity. ISW2p forms a twosubunit complex that does not share any common subunits with ISW1 complex. ISW2 complex has a nucleosome-stimulated ATPase activity and a nucleosome
spacing activity, but does not show nucleosome disruption activity in our assays. These two complexes are the
first nucleosome spacing factors identified in yeast.
When the yeast ISWI genes were mutated together with
the CHD1 gene, the yeast cells show synthetic lethality
under environmental stresses, demonstrating their
strong genetic interactions.
Yeast ISWI proteins form separate complexes
with distinct biochemical activities
Both of the ISWI genes in S. cerevisiae encode subunits
of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes.
However, the biochemical properties of the two complexes are distinct. The differences in their biochemical
activities must reflect differences in their mechanisms
of action. ISW1 and ISW2 complexes created distinct
nucleosome spacing in all conditions tested. The mechanisms by which yeast ISWI complexes facilitate regular
spacing of nucleosomes remain to be determined. One
possible model is that ISWI complexes weaken histone–
DNA contacts, which facilitates nucleosomes to find
thermodynamically stable positions (Ito et al. 1997;
Alexiadis et al. 1998). If the arrays of nucleosomes are
stacked into higher order structure, this may lead to
regular spacing of nucleosomes. If this is the case, ISW1
and ISW2 complexes may form distinct higher order folding of nucleosome arrays, which may result in formation
of distinct nucleosome spacing. The stoichiometry of the
complexes to nucleosomes in our assays (1–200 nucleosomes to 1 complex) is not consistent with the possibility that the complexes function as structural components of nucleosome arrays. It is tempting to imagine
these complexes being recruited to distinct loci on chromosomes that require distinct spacing of nucleosomes in
vivo.
Another difference in the two yeast ISWI complexes
is that ISW1 complex demonstrated nucleosome disruption activity on the Drosophila hsp70 promoter,
whereas ISW2 complex failed to do so under the same
conditions. Although ISW2 complex may truly lack
nucleosome disruption activity, it is also possible that
specific transcription factors and/or promoters are required for its nucleosome disruption activity. To address
this possibility, it is essential to identify genes regulated
by ISW2 complex in vivo. It will also be more informative to use yeast core histones in biochemical analyses
when technical difficulties in obtaining a large quantity
of yeast core histones are solved in the future. However,
the nucleosome disruption assays clearly demonstrated
that ISW1 and ISW2 complexes have distinct biochemical activities.
It is interesting that there are two copies each of genes

that belong to the SWI2/SNF2 and ISWI subfamilies (Eisen et al. 1995) in both humans and yeast (human SWI2/
SNF2, hbrm and BGR-1; human ISWI, hSNF2L and
hSNF2h; yeast SWI2/SNF2, SWI2/SNF2 and STH1; yeast
ISWI, ISW1 and ISW2). In mammalian systems, biochemical activities of BRG1 and hbrm complexes are
indistinguishable (Kwon et al. 1994; Wang et al. 1996a).
However, BRG1 and hbrm are differentially regulated on
mitogen-induction of cell growth and ras-mediated oncogenic transformation of cells (Muchardt et al. 1998),
demonstrating that they may have distinct sets of target
genes. Yeast complexes containing SWI2/SNF2p and
STH1p have similar biochemical activities (Kwon et al.
1994; Cairns et al. 1996) but have clearly distinct functions in vivo, as SWI2/SNF2 is nonessential (Neigeborn
and Carlson 1984; Stern et al. 1984) whereas STH1 is
essential (Laurent et al. 1992; Tsuchiya et al. 1992;
Cairns et al. 1996). Our present study demonstrated that
ISW1 and ISW2 complexes have distinct biochemical activities, suggesting that they may have distinct functions
in vivo. These data indicate that multiple ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes with distinct
functions are required in both lower and higher eukaryotes.

Yeast ISWI genes show genetic interactions
In this paper we report the first observation of genetic
interactions among genes encoding the subunits of ATPdependent chromatin-remodeling factors. Our genetic
experiments revealed that at least one of the three ISWIrelated genes (ISW1, ISW2, or CHD1) is necessary for
yeast cells to survive stress conditions. This data implies
that in vivo at least one of the ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling complexes is necessary to establish and/
or maintain proper chromatin structure that is essential
for cells to survive demanding conditions. It is of particular interest that ISW1 and ISW2 show genetic interactions with CHD1. The CHD1 gene is highly conserved
from yeast to humans (Stokes and Perry 1995; Stokes et
al. 1996; Woodage et al. 1997). In flies, polytene chromosome staining using anti-CHD1 antibody has demonstrated a striking localization of the protein within the
interbands (Stokes et al. 1996). The staining was also
seen on some, but not all, puffs. These data suggest that
CHD1 has a positive role in transcription or in the establishment of active chromatin structure. In yeast, the
chd1 mutant shows a 6-azauracil-resistant phenotype,
which may suggest that CHD1 is involved in the regulation of transcription (Woodage et al. 1997). These reports and the genetic interactions of the ISW1, ISW2, and
CHD1 genes in this study are consistent with a possibility that ISW1 and ISW2 complexes play roles in the regulation of transcription. Our genetic data prompt us to
characterize the biochemical properties of CHD1 complex in the near future to test if it also has the ability to
alter chromatin structure. Interestingly, we have not observed any genetic interactions among ISW1, ISW2, and
SWI2/SNF2 genes so far (T. Tsukiyama, unpubl.), which
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may suggest distinct functions of SWI2/SNF2 and ISWI
genes in yeast.
The mechanism underlying the synthetic stress-sensitive phenotypes of the isw1 isw2 chd1 triple mutant remains as an intriguing question. ISW1, ISW2 and CHD1
complexes may redundantly regulate overlapping sets of
target genes that enable cells to survive stress conditions. It is also possible that they regulate distinct sets of
genes. In this case, these genes may be involved in stress
resistance in either redundant or additive fashion. In any
case, the fact that the ATP-dependent activities of the
yeast ISWI complexes are necessary to rescue the stresssensitive phenotypes of the mutants strongly suggests
that the chromatin-remodeling activity is essential for
the in vivo functions of the complexes.
Materials and methods

Purification of the ISWI complexes

Media and strains
Growth and manipulation of yeast strains was done according
to standard procedures (Adams et al. 1997). Yeast strains used in
this study are listed in Table 1. All strains are congenic to W303
(Thomas and Rothstein 1989) except that a weak rad5 mutation
in the original W303-1A and W303-1B strains was repaired
(Zhao et al. 1998).
Plasmids
Plasmid pEMBL–ISW1 was constructed by inserting the ORF of
the ISW1 gene under the GAL1–CYC1 promoter of pEMBLyex4

Table 1.

Yeast strains used in this study

Strain

Genotype

W303-1A
W1588-4C
W1588-4A
JPY17
YTT128
YTT186
YTT196
YTT199
YTT223
YTT225
YTT227
YTT395
YTT416
YTT417
YTT418
YTT419
YTT420
YTT421
YTT422
YTT423
YTT424
YTT425

694

vector (Cesarei and Murray 1987). The ISW1 gene in this construct was tagged with the Flag epitope (Asp-Tyr-Lys-Asp-AspAsp-Asp-Lys) and a 6× histidine at the 5⬘ and 3⬘ terminals of
the gene, respectively. To construct pRS416–ISW1, two copies
of the Flag sequence followed by a termination codon and a
PstI restriction site were inserted at the 3⬘ end of the ORF of
ISW1 by PCR. A BamHI (−853)–PstI fragment was cloned into
pRS416. Similarly, two copies of the Flag sequence were inserted at the 3⬘ end of the ISW2 gene and an EcoRI (−948)–PstI
fragment was cloned into pRS416 to create pRS416–ISW2. Oligonucleotide-mediated site-directed mutagenesis was used to
introduce K227A and K214A mutations within the ATP-binding sites of the ISW1 and ISW2 genes to create pRS416–ISW1–
K227A and pRS416–ISW2–K214A plasmids. After epitope tagging and mutagenesis, the entire DNA fragments used for manipulations were sequenced to eliminate possible introduction
of secondary mutations during manipulations.

MATa ade2-1 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1
can1-100
same as W303-1A but RAD5
same as W1588-4C but MAT␣
same as W1588-4A but chd1::TRP1
same as W303-1A but isw1::ADE2
[pEMBL–ISW1]
same as W1588-4C but isw1::ADE2
same as W1588-4A but isw2::LEU2
same as W1588-4C but isw1::ADE2 isw2::LEU2
same as W1588-4C but isw1:ADE2 chd1::TRP1
same as W1588-4C but isw2::LEU2 chd1::TRP1
same as W1588-4C but isw1:ADE2 isw2::LEU2
chd1::TRP1
same as YTT196 but pep4::HIS3 [pRS416–ISW2]
same as YTT186 but pep4::HIS3 [pRS416–ISW1]
same as YTT186 but pep4::HIS3
[pRS416–ISW1–K227A]
same as YTT196 pep4::HIS3
[pRS416–ISW2–K214A]
same as W1588-4C but [pRS416]
same as YTT227 but [pRS416]
same as YTT227 but [pRS416–ISW1]
same as YTT227 but [pRS416–ISW2]
same as YTT227 but [pRS416–ISW1, ISW2]
same as YTT227 but [pRS416–ISW1–K227A]
same as YTT227 but [pRS416–ISW2–K214A]
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NURF was purified from 0- to 12-hr Drosophila embryos
through P11 fractions as previously described (Tsukiyama and
Wu 1995).
The wild-type ISW1 complex was purified from YTT128 and
YTT416, which produced indistinguishable complexes. ISW1–
K227A complex was purified from YTT424. The wild-type ISW2
complex and ISW2–K214A complex were purified form YTT422
and YTT425, respectively. Yeast cells were grown in a synthetic
medium lacking uracil until OD600 = ∼5 in a 40-liter fermentor
(New Brunswick). Yeast cells were harvested, washed once in
ice-cold water, twice in ice-cold buffer H-0.3 (buffer H: 25 mM
HEPES–KOH at pH 7.6, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM EDTA, 2 mM
MgCl2, 20% glycerol, 0.02% NP-40, 1 mM DTT, 0.5 mM Na
metabisulfite, 1 mM PMSF, 2 µM pepstatin A, 0.6 µM leupeptin,
2 mM benzamidine, 2 µg/ml chimostatin; the number following
buffer H denotes the molar concentration of KCl), and frozen in
liquid nitrogen as ‘noodles’ as described previously (Schultz et
al. 1997). Whole cell extract was prepared either by mortar and
pestle (Brinkman) (Schultz et al. 1997) or by microfluidizer (Microfluidics Corp.) in buffer H-0.5. The extracts were spun at
37,000 rpm for 90 min in an SW40 rotor (Beckman) to remove
insoluble materials.
For some preparations, whole cell extracts from 30–100 grams
of cells were fractionated over a 40-ml Bio-Rex 70 column. For
the ISW1 complex, the salt concentration of the extract was
adjusted to 0.2 M KCl and loaded and washed by buffer H-0.2.
The column was then eluted with a linear gradient from 0.2 to
0.6 M KCl in buffer H. For the ISW2 complex, the extract was
adjusted to 0.15 M KCl and loaded and washed by buffer H-0.15.
The column was eluted with a linear gradient from 0.15 to 0.6
M KCl in buffer H. The fractions containing the yeast ISWI
proteins were identified by Western blotting using Flag M2 antibody (Kodak IBI). Flag M2 beads (400 µl) were added to pooled
fractions from the Bio-Rex column and incubated at 4°C for 3 hr
with gentle mixing. The beads were washed twice with 15 ml of
buffer H-0.5, six times with 1 ml of buffer H-0.5, three times
with 1 ml of buffer H-0.1, and eluted four times with 2 mg/ml
Flag peptide in 400 µl of buffer H-0.1 for 30 min each. For both
the ISW1 and ISW2 complexes, the fractions from Flag beads
were then loaded onto either 1 ml of Mono Q or 0.2 ml of Source
Q column (Pharmacia) in buffer H-0.1. The column was washed
with buffer H-0.1 and eluted by a linear gradient from 0.1 to 0.6
M KCl in buffer H. We later found that the Flag bead purification
can be done before the Bio-Rex column. In this case, purification
by Flag beads was done as described above, and the bed volume

Yeast ISWI complexes

of the Bio-Rex column was reduced to 0.2 ml. The ISW1–GAT
complex was purified by Bio-Rex column followed by Flag
beads. All chromatographic manipulations except for the Flag
columns were done using Pharmacia FPLC system. To quantify
the yeast ISWI complexes, the concentration of yeast ISWI proteins in the most purified fractions was estimated by SDS/
PAGE followed by silver staining using BSA and purified
recBCD enzyme (Taylor and Smith 1995) as controls.

ATPase assays
ATPase assays of purified yeast ISWI complexes were done as
described (Tsukiyama and Wu 1995) except that 15 fmoles (Fig.
2) or 7.5 fmoles (Fig. 5B) of the yeast ISWI complexes, 0.1 mM
cold ATP, 5 mM MgCl2, was used in a 5-µl reaction volume. The
reaction mixture was incubated for 30 (Fig. 2) or 60 (Fig. 5B) min
at 30°C, and 0.5 µl was spotted onto thin layer chromatography
plates. ATP and free phosphate were separated in 0.8 M LiCl, 0.8
M acetic acid, localized by autoradiograph, and quantified by
scintillation counting.

Chromatin assembly and disruption assays
Chromatin assembly on plasmid pdhspXX3.2, Sarkosyl treatment, and purification of chromatin through gel-filtration column was done as described previously (Tsukiyama and Wu
1995), except that Sepharose CL-4B was used instead of BioGel
A1.5m (Mizuguchi et al. 1997). Disruption assay for nucleosome
arrays by MNase digestion and chromatin accessibility assay by
restriction enzyme digestion were carried out as described
(Tsukiyama and Wu 1995) using 20 and 10 fmoles of the yeast
ISW1 and ISW2 complexes, respectively, at 30°C.

Nucleosome spacing assays
Standard nucleosome spacing assay reactions contained 3 mM
ATP and its regeneration system (McNAP) (Becker et al. 1994),
purified recombinant yeast NAP-1 (0.75 µg) (Fujii-Nakata et al.
1992), purified core histones from Drosophila embryos (0.25 µg),
the yeast ISWI complexes (15 fmoles), and  phage DNA (0.25
µg) in 10 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.6), 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2,
0.5 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, and 0.1 µg/µl BSA. The reaction
was incubated at 30°C for 4 hr, and digested with MNase as
described (Becker et al. 1994; Tsukiyama and Wu 1996). DNA
was purified and separated through 1.3% agarose gel.
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